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DECORATING CRAFTS HOUSES GARDENS FOOD TRAVEL HEALTH

RUSTIC CHIC
DECORATE WITH HARVEST GOLDS
TURN A SHED INTO A RESTFUL RETREAT
RELAX IN STYLE BY THE RIVERSIDE

WHEN YOUR HEART IS IN THE COUNTRY

SIMPLE
PLEASURES
HARVEST &
PRESERVE
BAKE HEALTHY
TEATIME TREATS
PLANT A
BUTTERFLY
GARDEN

From field
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SECRETS
of a
GLORIOUS
GARDEN

Here, we follow the growing year in the beautiful gardens
at Loseley Park in Surrey, with plenty of practical ideas
for you to use in your own plot
words by stephanie donaldson

photographs by jason ingram

SEPTEMBER: THE FINAL FLOURISH

THE GARDENS CLOSE at the end of this month and the bright borders gradually begin to wind down as both the
annuals and perennials pass their flowering peak. There are still highlights of colour among the foliage, but the overall
mood is softer and more impressionistic. The focus moves from feeding, watering and deadheading to harvesting seed,
taking cuttings and tidying so the planting remains interesting for visitors right up to the last day of opening. However,
the vegetable garden is at its most abundant, providing plenty of produce for the house throughout autumn and winter.
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GARDENING
LOSELEY
PARK &
GARDENS
Standing in ancient
parkland close to the
North Downs, this
Surrey estate has
been home to the
More-Molyneux
family for more
than 500 years.
The two-and-a-halfacre walled garden
has undergone
an impressive
renaissance over the
past 20 years,
spearheaded by the
current owners
Michael and Sarah
More-Molyneux.
As head gardener
Richard Burnip
(Burney) says: “We
all have the same
gardening problems –
ours are just on a
larger scale.”

PLANT OF
THE MONTH

MICHAELMAS
DAISIES
In shades of blue, these
weave through euphorbias
and companionably nudge
up against bright yellow
rudbeckias in the flower
garden. Aster x frikartii
‘Mönch’, shown here, is a
well-behaved variety that
carries masses of lavenderblue blooms right through
the autumn, while Aster
novi-belgii ‘Samoa’ is a bushy
semi-dwarf type that forms
a neat mound smothered
in purple-blue flowers. The
novi-belgii cultivars can
succumb to powdery mildew
but regular watering in dry
weather helps keep it at bay.
‘Mönch’ is reliably disease
resistant and benefits
from some staking.
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GARDENING
TECHNIQUE OF THE MONTH

SEED COLLECTING

Gathering this from your own garden saves money and guarantees that next
year’s sowing is as fresh as possible. Start with easy-to-harvest, large-seeded
varieties – for example, calendula or sunflowers – before attempting anything
more fiddly. Some seeds, especially F1 hybrids, won’t come true to type but
most of the old-fashioned cottage-garden favourites will grow reliably from
home-harvested seed. Essentially, anything that self seeds in your garden
year after year is worth collecting – that way, you can control where it grows.
At Loseley, Burney collects from many of the annuals and biennials
that are mainstays of the borders throughout the garden.

BURNEY’S TIP FOR
SEPTEMBER

TAKING CUTTINGS
At Loseley, all cuttings are taken at this time of
year, both for growing next year and for selling
at the spring show (22-24 April 2016). We find
that the use of plug trays makes it much easier
to take, care for and pot on the new plants.

I t is time to harvest
when the seed
heads are brown
and dry and the
seeds are hard
Place the cut seed
heads in a brown
paper bag or on a
sheet of newspaper
Ripe seed will fall
readily from the
seed head – don’t
try to remove every
last one, as some
of it may not be
quite fully ripe
Place the seed on
a sheet of clean,
dry paper and
gently blow on
it (winnowing)
to remove debris
and any small ones,
as these will never
grow as well

SEASONAL TASKS AT LOSELEY
Hoeing continues
throughout the
garden to prevent
weeds from
establishing (right)
Crops are picked
regularly in the
vegetable garden
Pumpkins are
harvested and left
to ripen on the
beds (centre right)
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Over-mature
perennials and
leggy shrubs are
replaced with
young plants
that will establish
over winter
Pelargonium
cuttings are taken
Dead-heading of
late-flowering roses
continues (far right)
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BURNEY’S TOP
SEED TO SAVE
Cardoon (above) Perennial
ornamental relative of the
globe artichoke, traditionally
grown from seed
Echinops (above right) Prickly
perennial with spherical
flowers in shades from
silvery white to deep blue
Bronze fennel (right) Prolific
self-seeding perennial, so cut
off most seed heads when ripe
to avoid widespread dispersal
Purple orach (far right)
Edible annual with attractive
blue-purple leaves
Hollyhock (below right) Tall
cottage-garden perennial
– select seed from singleflowered varieties
Angelica Large self-seeding
biennial with attractive flower
and seed heads – remove most
of these before the seeds drop
Woad Tall biennial smothered
with yellow flowers in May
countryliving.co.uk
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GARDENING

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT
Miscanthus sinensis
‘Zebrinus’; mallow in the
white garden; Japanese
anemone; caster-oil plant
seed pods; picking runner
beans; pumpkins are cut
and left to ripen in the
sun; ‘Concorde’ pears;
freshly pulled carrots

GET MORE ONLINE

WATCH PRACTICAL
GARDENING VIDEOS
AT COUNTRYLIVING.CO.UK
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LET THERE BE LIGHT

As the borders fade and the sun’s trajectory across the
sky is not as high, the softer hues in the flower garden are
beautifully illuminated by the low light that filters through
the plants. It brings a particular sense of drama to this area
of the garden in autumn, when it sparkles off the dew drops
on euphorbia leaves, highlights the shimmering flower
heads of ornamental grasses and picks up the splashes of
late colour provided by vivid orange tithonia and clusters
of prickly red seed pods on castor-oil plants. The strong
overhead light of summer draws the eye to bold hues, but
tends to flatten perspective, while the low-angled light of
autumn creates silhouettes and gives depth to the view.
In the white garden, the pale cosmos, mallow and Japanese
anemones stand out gently in the filtered sun. Pure white
flowers can appear harsh in high summer unless softened
by pastel companions, but now they come into their own
and will continue to bloom right up to the first frosts.
Magical things happen in the vegetable garden, too,
where the pumpkins glow in the golden sun as they ripen.
Every leaf on the leeks is outlined in silvery dew drops,
and the crinkly leaves of the brassicas reflect the rays
dramatically. Tall sunflower heads hang heavy with seed
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that will feed Loseley’s birds through winter, and the feathery
foliage of the carrots softens from dark to pale green as the
roots mature. The climbing beans have smothered their
supports, creating topiary-like structures in the beds, and
mellow fruitfulness is much in evidence, with the pears
weighing down the branches of the fruit trees.
This is the first year of the re-designed potager – it was
much more extensive previously but it was hard to create
the right balance of productivity and ornament, and the
amount of work involved meant it was tricky to keep it
looking its best. Large areas have now been put down to
lawn and planted with fruit trees, with generous grass
paths laid out to divide up the plots. The luxury of space
has given Loseley’s vegetable garden an attractive formality
that makes it easier to manage and more accessible to
visitors who may want to examine it in detail. This is an
inspiring space and the helpful volunteers are happy to
pause from work to answer visitors’ questions.
Loseley Park, Guildford, Surrey (01483 304440;
loseleypark.co.uk). Gardens open from May to end of
September, Sunday-Thursday (incl. bank holidays).
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